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Hi there,

On Monday the NZ Government announced a transition to COVID-19 alert level three at

midnight on 28th April. While alert level three retains heavy restrictions on the movement
of the community, it does provide some welcome relief in getting some currently non-
operational businesses and more New Zealanders back working. The key points of alert
level three are:

Those that can work remotely must continue to do so
Travel restrictions eased to regional rather than local
Bubbles must be maintained but may be expanded to include immediate family or
those currently in isolation
Non-essential retail which can operate on-line or with physical barriers, such as
drive through, are permitted to re-open
And importantly, industry outside of essential and are considered “safe” are
permitted to return to work

It is encouraging that building and construction are considered safe as distancing protocol
can be maintained. Having progress to the many stalled property developments across
the country will be good for the flow of capital across many sectors and will be the impetus
to return much needed confidence to borrowers and investors alike.

My previous newsletters have provided updates to three key areas of focus for Southern
Cross Partners; the wellbeing of our staff, stringent credit decisions on new loans and
prudent management of existing loans. I will continue against these themes, but add one
additional; consideration of return to (the new) normal for our business, our investors and
our borrowers.

 
Staff
I’m pleased to report the team, despite sharing in many of the same frustrations as most
of the country, are safe and well. I continue to be enormously proud of and humbled by
their efforts to do the very best for our customers in the most challenging of
circumstances.
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I have shared with you the huge effort that is going on behind the scenes to make our
operation as seamless as possible and assure you that after four weeks all the team
remain tireless in working to deliver the best possible outcome for our customers and each
other.

New loans
We continue to review the appropriateness of our credit policy every morning and are still
settling new loans on an almost daily basis. Heather Kentsley and her team have been
sending regular updates to the amazing opportunities that are being posted to our website
https://invest.scfl.co.nz/loans  - be sure to check these out regularly.

Every investment we offer is supported by a registered first mortgage over the security
property and rates we are currently publishing are at many multiples of that available for a
traditional term deposit.

 

Existing loans
With the economy at an almost standstill some level of borrower hardship is to be
expected. Any application we do receive from a borrower is rigorously reviewed with all
alternatives, such as reduced servicing or income assistance, explored before mortgage
holidays are approved.

We do appreciate and fully understand the flow on impact that interest payment deferment
may have to our investor community and give you our fullest assurance that if this
decision is taken, it is wholly in the best interest of maintaining the integrity of the loan.

Loan arrears have a particularly strong focus and we can report that these are currently in
decline and would be the envy of many financial institutions. These of course are updated
for you at the beginning of every month and can be viewed on our website here.
https://www.southerncrosspartners.co.nz/default-rates/

 

Communication:
Whilst we endeavor to keep you updated as much as possible about your investments, if
your query is not answered in our usual timely manner we ask for your patience at this
time.

The investment team are experiencing larger than normal volumes of queries, as I am
sure you can imagine, and all queries about investments can still be sent to:
investments@scpartners.co.nz 

 

The short term future
With alert level four behind us, some elements of restrictions behind us and a view to
further easing in the short term we are now having internal discussion what the future
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might look like.

We are likely to see constraints and long term changes to the market in ways that, at this
time, are difficult to foresee and would therefore be speculative.

However, our focus will continue to be on quality over quantity and strong well supported
yields for our investors. To that end, Southern Cross will look to both A) bring any default
loans to a satisfactory conclusion in the most appropriate manner possible and B) provide
compelling new investment opportunities for our investor community.

As always we thank you for being part of the Southern Cross family and look forward to
working with you as part of your investment strategy for many years to come.

 

Regards

Cliff
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